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Administrative Information  

Mission Statement 

The mission of Brentsville Courthouse Historic Centre is to preserve, protect and educate the 

public about these diverse cultural and natural resources.  Supported by on-going research and 

professional standards, the site’s programs, events and collections create a diverse learning 

environment that addresses the needs and interests of the community’s residents, visitors and 

tourists.  The site serves as an educational resource interpreting life as it was at a government 

center and rural village during key periods of our national growth.   

 

 

Staff 

Brendon Hanafin – Historic Preservation Division Chief 

Robert Orrison- Historic Site Operations Supervisor 

Michael Riley-Historic Site Manager 

William Backus-Historic Interpreter 

 

Interpretative Plan 

 

The five interpretative themes for the building will be: 

• Movement in Virginia 

• County Government in 19th Century Virginia 

• Voting in Antebellum Virginia 

• County Court Procedure in 19th Century Virginia 

• Race in Antebellum Virginia 

 

Interpretive Objectives 

In 2006, under the guidance of architects and historians, the Brentsville Courthouse was 

restored to a ca. 1825 appearance.  Using documentary and physical evidence, the courthouse 

interior and exterior resembles the most historically accurate restoration of the courthouse that 

was possible through current standards and information.  As a public building, the courthouse 

was constantly evolving.  Repairs and improvements were periodically made to make it a more 

suitable building for public use.  As magistrates and justices changed, opinions and comforts 

changed that required changes to the physical building, both interior and exterior.  Also as the 

county legal and government system changed over the years, changes were required to fit an 

evolving system. 

 

It is the objective of the Brentsville Courthouse Historic Centre to furnish the interior of the 

courthouse to a circa 1825 appearance.  The date of the furnishing plan coincides with the 

beginning of the Jacksonian Era (1824-1840), which had a lasting influence on the remainder 

of the 19
th

 century.   Following the Era of Good Feeling, the Jacksonian Era saw the 

ascendance of the Democratic Party powered by the emphasis on the average American.  This 

can be seen in architecture, reforms in government and living styles of Americans.  Though the 

American form of government was evolving, many characteristics of local government had 

changed little since the Colonial Period.  Interpreting an 1825 date allows for discussion on 

both changes and similarities to modern and early government forms and practices.   
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Roles of magistrates (judges), juries, sheriffs and county clerks will be interpreted.  The two 

rooms upstairs will focus on the role of juries and county clerks.  The larger of the two rooms 

will be interpreted as a jury meeting space.  The smaller room will be interpreted as a 

magistrate office/clerk office.  With the absence of the original clerk building, this will allow 

for the ability to discuss the role of the County Clerk.   

 

The ca. 1825 date is also before the major changes listed and drawn in the report of George W. 

Macrae, County Commissioner to repair the Public Lot in 1837.  By showing an interior 

previous to Macrae’s report, the interior is more represented of the supposed original plan of 

the 1822 Courthouse.  Furnishings will reflect this period and show how many older furniture 

pieces and styles were still in use.  When new public buildings were built, it was a custom 

practice to keep the same furniture and reuse it in the new structure.  This is evident in the 

Brentsville Courthouse through the chief magistrate’s chair ghost mark.  This style of chair was 

not reflective of the Jacksonian Era, but more common with colonial courthouses. 

 

While the interior has been restored to its 1820s appearance and has been furnished with period 

items, the interpretation of the space will extend beyond the 1820s time period.  One reason for 

this decision is the dearth of primary documentation from with this time period, a result of the 

destruction of County documents during the Civil War.   With the Courthouse being used in its 

official capacity until 1893, many events occurred here that are worth interpreting outside of 

the 1820s. 

 

Interpretative Themes: 

 

Voting in 19
th

 century Virginia and its impact on Western migration. 

Consolidation of County Power 

Race in 19
th

 century Virginia 

Secession of Virginia 
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Historical Information  

Time Period 

The building served as the Courthouse for Prince William County from 1822 to 1893.  From 

1893 to approximately 1928 the building was used as a school, and from c.1930 to c.1970 as a 

community center.  As a result of the different ways this building has been used by the 

community, the structure has seen extensive alteration. 

 

Key Events of the Time Period 

 

 Florida becomes a United States territory (March 30, 1822). 

 John Quincy Adams elected President (February 9, 1825). 

 Andrew Jackson becomes president (March 4, 1829). 

 The Battle at the Alamo occurs (February 23-March 6, 1836).  

 California becomes the 31st state in the Union (September 9, 1850).  

 Congress passes the Fugitive Slave Law (September 18, 1850). 

 Canning of Charles Sumner (May 22, 1856). 

 South Carolina secedes from the Union (December 20, 1860). 

 Virginia secession convention meets (February 13, 1861).  

 The 1st Battle of Bull Run (July 21, 1861).  

 Civil War in Virginia ends (April 9, 1865). 

 The 13th Amendment ratified ending slavery (December 18, 1865).  

 President Hayes declares Reconstruction over (March 31, 1877). 

 The United States enters World War I after declaring war on Germany (April 6, 1917).  

 World War I ends with the signing of the Treaty of Versailles (June 28, 1919).  

 The 19th Amendment is ratified granting women the right to vote (August 18, 1920).  

 The 1929 stock market crash occurs (October 29, 1929).  

 Pearl Harbor is attacked by Japanese forces (December 7, 1941).  

 Japanese forces surrender, ending World War II (September 2, 1945). 

 

History of Title 
1964- Prince William County Board of Supervisors 

1912-1964- Brentsville District School Board 

1908-1912- Dr. W. J. Bell 

1898-1908- I.N.H. Beahm 

1822-1898- Prince William County 

1779-1822- Commonwealth of Virginia 

1686-1779- Robert Bristow 
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Historical Narrative 

 

Presidential Election of 1824 

 

The opening of the second decade of the 19
th

 century witnessed the two major political parties 

in the United States in flux. The Federalist Party and the Democratic-Republican Party both 

originated during the decades following the American Revolution.  While both parties 

dominated local, state, and national politics from 1792-1824, by the beginning of the 1820s 

both parties witnessing major change.  The Federalist Party’s position during the War of 1812 

had alienated public opinion of the party ensuring that it would not survive the new decade.  

The dominant political party thus became the Democratic-Republican Party, which would also 

see significant change in the 1820s.  By the end of the decade the Democratic-Republican Party 

had splintered into two new political organizations, the Democratic Party under Andrew 

Jackson, and the Whig Party under Henry Clay. 

The political transition into the Democratic and Whig Parties is best illustrated by the 

Presidential Election of 1824.  While all Presidential candidates were members of the 

Democratic-Republican Party, the results of the election would ultimately be the catalysis for 

the emergence of the two new political parties. During the election four major candidates 

emerged, John Quincy Adams from Massachusetts, Andrew Jackson from Tennessee, William 

Crawford from Georgia, and Henry Clay from Kentucky.  Four strong candidates ensured the 

split of the Electoral College.  Andrew Jackson emerged as the candidate with the most 

Electoral votes and the majority of the popular vote, followed by Adams, Crawford (who 

carried Virginia), and Clay.  Since Jackson did not have enough electoral votes to win the 

Presidency, the election was sent to the House of Representatives, with only the top three 

candidates (Adams, Jackson, and Crawford) as candidates in the House.  Since Henry Clay 

served as Speaker of the House, the former Presidential candidate would display great influence 

in the selection of the new President.  Personally detesting Jackson, Clay and Adams struck a 

deal sending Adams to the White House.  This decision split the Democratic-Republican Party 

into the pro-Jackson Democratic Party and the anti-Jackson Whig Party.  

Jacksonian Democracy 

The Jacksonian Era saw the ascendance of the Democratic Party powered by the emphasis on 

the average American, which in the 19th century context meant a white man.  During this time 

period universal male suffrage became a popular political reform, dramatically expanding the 

voter pool in America.  With more individuals able to vote, the Democratic Party under 

Andrew Jackson’s leadership, tried to curry favor from these new voters by holding the average 

farmer or tradesman (or blue-collar worker in modern vernacular) as the ideal that everyone 

should strive to emulate.  The emphasis on the Common Man, coincided with the beginning of 

the Industrial Revolution in America, known as the Market Revolution.  The marketplace of the 

18
th

 century, with craftsmen producing high quality and high priced goods for a local market, 

was slowly being replaced with mass-produced goods that could be easily shipped and thus be 

cheaper than the traditional goods.  With the Market Revolution challenging the economic 

future of many craftsmen, the Democratic appeal to the ideal of the common man encouraged 

many men to vote Democratic in local, state, and national elections. 
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 Prince William County in 1825 

Overwhelming rural with the chief industry being agriculture, Prince William County in 1825 

was a county in the midst of change.  Cultivating tobacco for nearly a hundred years was taking 

a toll on the fields in the County.   With the once rich soil becoming exhausted, more and more 

residents were leaving the area for more economically promising areas in the west. While not 

as dramatic as later in the 19
th

 century, by 1820 Prince William County was already witnessing 

a substantial decrease in the overall population. 

While Virginia remained the most populous state in the Union in 1820, many of those residents 

were residing in what would become the state of West Virginia.  Changes in demographics 

would ensure that Virginia would soon see a decline in population starting in the second decade 

of the 19
th

 century.  With much of the state barren from the overproduction of tobacco the 

Western emigration, which had started at the end of the 18
th

 century, picked up momentum.  

Many Virginians moved within the Commonwealth, mainly into the counties now known as 

West Virginia. More settled along the Ohio River in the states of Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky.  

Other states, especially in the Deep South, saw an influx of Virginians, though the main 

destination for Virginia emigrants was along the Ohio River. 

The shift in population is reflected in the 1820 census, which shows 8,887 white people living 

in Prince William County. This was a significant decline in the population of Prince William 

County since 1800 when the population was 12,733. Many people left to find new farmland out 

west. 

While the overall population in Prince William County was decreasing between 1810 and 1820, 

the enslaved population in the county increased. There were 4,207 enslaved people in the 

county in 1820 constituting 47% of the population of the county, nearly a 25% increase from 

the 3,048 enslaved people living in Prince William County in 1810. The number of large labor 

intensive tobacco plantations had diminished from its height during the colonial period.  While 

some large farms continued to produce tobacco, the rest switched to growing grains, less labor 

intensive than tobacco.  During this agricultural shift the enslaved population continued to 

increase from natural population growth.   

By 1825 the situation was drastically changing with the opening of the Deep South.  With 

settlement in the Deep Southern states demand for slave labor exploded.  Since Prince William 

and other Virginia farmers were switching from tobacco to grains, Virginia had an excess slave 

population which coincided with the opening of the new markets in the Deep South.  In the 

forty years between 1820 and 1860 the enslaved population in Prince William fell from 4,207 

enslaved to 2,510, a 60% decrease.  

This shift in population coincided with the rise of Jacksonian Democrats to power in Prince 

William County.  During the tumultuous Presidential election of 1824, Prince William County, 

like the majority of Virginia, overwhelmingly voted for William Crawford.   Four years later 

during the 1828 Presidential election, Democrat Andrew Jackson received over 75% of the 

local votes.*    
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Such a wide victory in Prince William County for the Democratic Party suggests that not only 

did the party appeal to a majority of the voters, but also it had enough support in place to turn 

out the Democratic vote in large numbers.  One organization that was important to the Prince 

William County Democracy was the Prince William Democratic Corresponding Committee 

which met regularly in Brentsville.  As county seat for Prince William County, the town of 

Brentsville would have hosted numerous political meetings and rallies during the 19
th

 century. 

*Jackson also received 70% of the vote in the 1832 election and Van Buren received 80% in 

the 1836 election. 

First Board of Supervisors 

 

The Civil War not only caused immersive physical and societal change, but it also changed the 

form of local government in Virginia.  During the Civil War there were two governments: one 

in Richmond that was recognized by the Confederacy and one in Alexandria that was 

recognized by the United States.  The state government that was recognized by the Federal 

government as the sole legitimate Virginia government passed a new state constitution in 1864.  

With the end of the Civil War, many former Confederate soldiers and officials returned to 

official life and passed laws and resolutions in an attempt to curb the change of Virginia 

society.  At the start of Radical Reconstruction in 1869 a new state constitution was passed.  

Among other things such as universal male suffrage and the creation of public schools, the 

1869 Virginia constitution created the Board of Supervisors.  This new system of government 

was unusual to Virginians but familiar to the system then utilized in New York.  The county 

was divided into townships, similar to the districts under magistrates, and a supervisor was 

elected from each township.  The main change in this new government was that the supervisors 

had lost their powers of judicial functions to the newly created county judge. 

 

 

Towns in 1820- Dumfries, Haymarket, Occoquan, Brentsville (county seat), Buckland, 

Bradley, Greenwich, Landsdown, Sudley, New Market 

 

Judicial Circuit-  

Prince William County was in the 9th district in 1860 which also included Stafford County, 

Alexandria County, Fairfax County, Loudon County, Fauquier County, and Rappahannock 

County. 
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Interpretative Plan 

 
With the Courthouse actively being used for nearly 200 years, many different events and uses 

occurred within the building.  The interpretation of the building will focus mainly on a 45 year 

period of time from 1820-1865.  The interpretative time frame spans the time the Courthouse 

was constructed to the end of the American Civil War.  The five interpretative themes for the 

building will be: 

 Migration in Virginia 

 County Government in 19
th

 Century Virginia 

 Voting in Antebellum Virginia 

 County Court Procedure in 19
th

 Century Virginia 

 Race in Antebellum Virginia 

 
1820 Map of Prince William County 

Migration in Virginia 

 
Movement of people, goods, and services were the reasons for Brentsville’s creation, 

prosperity, and ruin.  The movement of people through what is now known as Brentsville, 

predates the existence of the town. 

 

The main thoroughfare through town (modern Route 619 or Bristow Road) was initially part of 

a series of Indian paths that lead from the Potomac River westward to the Shenandoah Valley 

and beyond.  Like the rest of Virginia, European settlement of Prince William County in the 

beginning of the 18
th

 century started along more easily accessible tracts of land along the 

Potomac River.  With more and more settlers arriving, land became more expensive, small 

groups of settlers started traveling westward to find cheaper land.  As people were moving 

west, settling mainly along navigable streams such as Broad Run, new roads were created on 

the old Indian paths.  Between 1731 and 1759, what is now Route 619 was converted into a 

major conduit of travel and trade from Dumfries to the Shenandoah Valley. 

 

These new roads to central and western Prince William were areas of increased settlement prior 

to the American Revolution.  Towns such as Buckland, Gainesville, and Haymarket and other 

settlements were founded during this time period.  While more people continued to settle in the 

west, the county seat remained in Dumfries along the Potomac River.  Traveling from 

Haymarket or Buckland to Dumfries for government or court proceedings became onerous to 

western Prince William residents.  Starting in 1776 citizens in the county started to petition the 

Commonwealth of Virginia to move the county seat to a more centralized and convenient 

location.  It took until 1820 until the state finally heeded these calls and created Brentsville 

from land from the land the state had seized from the British loyalist Bristow family.   

 

The movement from East to West in Prince William County was a local example of a much 

larger migration pattern.  By the end of the 18
th

 century, hundreds of Virginians were moving 

away from eastern Virginia to new farms and towns west of the Appalachian Mountains.  

Beguiled by the prospect of better opportunities and cheap land, by 1850 there were nearly 

500,000 Virginians living in other states.  This movement by some of Virginians most talented 
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sons and daughters was a political and economic drain to the Commonwealth which saw a 

deteriorating economy from 1820 to the start of the Civil War. 

 

The most destructive form of migration came during the Civil War when Confederate and 

Federal soldiers passed through Brentsville countless times during the conflict.  In the late 

summer of 1861 Southern soldiers did consume large amounts of local food while camping in 

the local area.  After the Confederates evacuated the town in spring 1862, large numbers of 

Federal soldiers would regularly pass through the town until the end of the war.   By the end of 

the war, 19 buildings in town were destroyed, including the clerk’s office adjacent to the 

courthouse.  The roof of the courthouse was so heavily damaged that the Court temporary 

moved to various buildings in town while a new roof was installed following the war. 

 
Magistrate Bench 

County Government in 19
th

 Century Virginia 

 

From the colonial era to Reconstruction, county government in Virginia was predicated on the 

County Justice of the Peace, sometimes referred to as a Magistrate.  The legal number for 

justices in each county was set at twelve, however it was not uncommon for a county to have 

more than the legal number.  For official business not all would need to be present for a 

quorum. 

 

A very influential and powerful position, the County Justice of the Peace, sometimes referred to 

as magistrate, was an appointed office.  When a space became vacant, the remaining Justices 

would nominate three individuals as a suitable replacement.  The list of nominees was then 

forwarded to the Governor who selected one and officially appointed him as a Justice, for life.  

The Magistrates served as all three branches of government: executive, legislative, and judicial. 

While the separation of powers at the State and Federal level was a concern during this time 

period, particularly among Virginian politicians, there was less of a concern at the local level.   

Magistrates could levy local taxes and allocate where those funds would be used, as well as sit 

on any but the most serious court cases. 

 

Immediately following the American Civil War the modern Board of Supervisors was created 

that operated government at the County level. 

 

Clerk’s Desk 

Voting in Antebellum Virginia 

Political events and voting were important occasions in 19
th

 century American society.  The 

Courthouse at Brentsville was not only the symbol of political life in Prince William County, 

but one of the polling stations scattered through the county. 

 

When the Courthouse was completed in 1822, the Commonwealth of Virginia had recently 

revised the Code of Laws of Virginia, which stipulated how elections would be conducted.  

Under the Code of 1818, the election of state representatives and senators were to take place 

during the court days scheduled in April.  Similar to previous Codes, voters had to be white, 

male, and 21 years of age or older to be eligible to vote.  A new provision removed the property 

requirement for the right to vote.  If one owned or rented a house and twenty-five acres of land, 
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fifty acres of unimproved land, or owned or rented a city or town lot, he would be eligible to 

vote.  The law also changed previous code so that a voter could only vote in the county were 

either his house was located or the majority of his land.  Previously a voter could vote in as 

many elections as he liked provided that he had land in all the counties and could reach the 

polling place before it was closed.  The law also made it compulsory for eligible voters to cast a 

ballet saying: 

 

 Any elector qualified according to this act, failing to attend any annual election of 

 delegates, or of a senator, and if a poll be taken, to give, or offer to give his vote, shall 

 pay one fourth of his portion of all such levies and taxes as shall be assessed and levied 

 in his county the ensuing year. 

 

The voting requirements would be codified in the 1830 Commonwealth Constitution.  Like the 

Code of 1818, “the provisions, as finally adapted, were that all make, white, citizens under the 

previous laws could vote, and, in addition, the owner or tenant for years of a $25 freehold in 

land, or a $20 leasehold, and a housekeeper or head of a family, paying taxes, in an 

incorporated town could vote.” 

 

While the right to vote was expanded under the 1830 Convention, there were still restrictions 

on which white males had the right.  It was not until a new State Constitution was passed in 

1850 that all white males over the age of 21, regardless of social status or property, could vote.  

African-American men were extended the right to vote after the Civil War and women were 

illegible until the 19
th

 Amendment was passed in 1920.  

 

Lawyer’s Bench 

County Court vs. Circuit Court in Antebellum Virginia 

There were two different types of courts held in the Brentsville courthouse, both of which had 

overlapping jurisdiction.  The county court met monthly while the circuit met twice a year, 

usually in spring (April or May) and fall (September or October).  The county court was 

presided over by at least four, and up to twelve, county Justices of the Peace.  The circuit court 

had two professional judges rotating to various counties, so while it was possible for both 

judges to sit on a circuit court session, the most common practice was for one judge to preside. 

 

The county court had two different sessions, a quarterly term and a monthly term.  Every four 

months the county court convened what was known as the quarterly term while the remaining 

months constituted monthly terms.  The major differences between these terms were that a 

monthly court could convene for a maximum of 6 days after the court day was appointed while 

ta quarterly court could convene for a maximum of 12 days.   

 

Under Virginia law, county courts could preside over both criminal and civil cases, though 

there were restrictions on the particulars of the cases this body could hear.  The county courts 

could only rule over civil cases that had a value of $20 or under.  For criminal cases, the county 

court could preside over any case except cases in which a free black Virginian was charged 

with murder or if a white defendant could be sentenced to the state penitentiary or to death.  

Whichever case the county court was barred from ruling over was automatically the domain of 
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the circuit court.  However by 1860 the county court would hear the preliminary hearings in 

criminal cases for the circuit court, which would then be forwarded to the circuit court. 

 

The circuit court had overlapping jurisdiction on the county court.  Any criminal or civil case 

could be argued in front of a circuit court if the circuit court coincided with a county court.  In 

1860 Prince William was included in the ninth circuit which also included Stafford County, 

Alexandria County, Fairfax County, Loudon County, Fauquier County, and Rappahannock 

County.   Under the 1860 state law, the ninth district court was to meet in Prince William on 

the second Monday of May and the second Monday of October.  Since there was a set schedule 

for the circuit courts that regulated when the circuit court would move to the neighboring 

county, if there was unfinished business when the circuit judge moved, a special term could be 

appointed. 

 

Sheriff Box 

Race in Antebellum Virginia 

Virginia has had a complicated racial history.  The first law that defined race in Virginia was a 

law passed in 1705.  The 1705 law created the legal definition of a mixed race person or 

“mulatto” which was a person with at least 1/8 African ancestry (parent, grandparent, or great-

grandparent).  Subsequently the law was revised and in1785 a new law changes the legal 

definition to at least ¼ African ancestry (1 grandparent).  After the Civil War one was legally 

identified as African-American (black) if they had “one drop” of African heritage meaning one 

African-American relative regardless of how distant.  While the legal definition of a mixed race 

person was amended, under state there were only two legal races in Virginia, white and black. 

So while a legal definition of a mixed-person was created, it was not an officially recognized 

by the state as a separate race.  

 

With a convoluted racial structure in place, defining race quickly ended up being decided by 

the courts. In 1805 the Virginia Supreme Court ruled that if individuals suing for freedom 

appeared to be white the legal assumption was that they were free (as stated under the Virginia 

Bill of Rights) and the burden of the proof lay with the person claiming them as slaves.  If those 

suing for freedom appeared to be black, they were legally presumed to be slaves and had to 

prove that they were not. 

 

In 1833 the state passed a law that allowed county courts “upon satisfactory evidence of white 

persons being adduced” to “grant any free person or mixed blood resident within such County, 

not being a white person nor a free negro or mulatto, a certificate that he or she is not a free 

negro or mulatto; which certificate shall be sufficient to protect  and secure such person from 

and against the pains, penalties, disabilities and disqualifications, imposed by law, upon free 

negroes and mulattoes, as free negroes and mulattoes.” The new law also stipulated that all 

blacks, free or enslaved, would be punished the same, mainly by public beatings.  It is 

interesting to note that this law created a new mixed race that had no recognition in Virginia 

law; there were still only two legally recognized races in Virginia, white and black.  As a result 

this law created much confusion.  The mayor of Richmond defined this “not a negro” law as 

being exempt from carrying free papers, from being sold into slavery for nonpayment of taxes, 

from restrictions on leaving and reentering Virginia, but argued that one was not white but 
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should be looked upon as privileged free blacks. Like the mayor of Richmond, it was up to the 

local governments to make the distinction if a person was not white, black or mixed race. 

 

With these vague definitions of race, it was not uncommon for the racial line to be blurred and 

for individuals to cross that line.  In 1839 Alfred Walker was able to successfully petition the 

Prince William County court to change his racial status from black to white.  After proving that 

his parents were white, the Court agreed with Walker and changed his racial status to white. 

 

After the American Civil War, with the destruction of chattel slavery, racial definitions in 

Virginia hardened, with the passage of the “one drop rule”. 

 

Courthouse Floor 

Secession Crisis in Prince William County 

During the Secession Crisis of 1860-1861, Prince William County played an important role in 

shaping the course of events that led to the secession of the state.  After the Deep Southern 

states had seceded but prior to the firing on Fort Sumter, Virginia held a Secession Convention 

in Richmond, to address the future of the Commonwealth.  Each county within the state was 

represented. 

 

To select the delegate that would represent Prince William County at the Secession 

Convention, the County was divided into several precincts from which ten local delegates were 

elected and sent to a county convention held at the Brentsville Courthouse on April 1, 1861.  

During this local convention a series of resolutions were passed, including one that demanded 

that the county and the state secede from the Union immediately and join the newly formed 

Confederate States of America.  To ensure that the secession resolution received widespread 

circulation within both the county and the state, the local convention sent this resolution to the 

major Alexandria and Richmond newspapers.  The final order of business before the 

convention closed was the election of Eppa Hunton, Commonwealth Attorney for Prince 

William County and Brentsville resident, as the representative of Prince William County to the 

Richmond Secession Convention. 
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Furnishing Plan  

 

Courthouse 
The courthouse has seen substantial modification over the years.  In 2006 the interior of the 

building was restored back to a circa 1822 appearance based on Dr. Carl Lounsbury’s analysis 

of the architecture features.  Reflecting a typical early 19
th

 century courthouse, the rooms are 

very utilitarian.  Through research and physical evidence, the various functional areas of the 

courtroom have been reconstructed.  The goal of furnishing the courtroom as an active 

courtroom will require several reproduction personal items reflecting the time period and 

functional furniture.  No piece original to the Brentsville Courthouse will be used in this space 

as it is to be a fully interactive space.   

 

County Clerk of the Court 

The Clerk of the Court served a very important role in the 19
th

 century County justice system 

and government.  Located in front of the Magistrates Bench, the Clerk kept records of the court 

cases, meeting minutes, decision and other various court business activities.  He also advised 

the Magistrates on law and judicial procedure.   

 

Clerk’s Table 

A reproduction 5’ x 2’table reflecting an early 19
th

 century style will be used to 

represent the Clerk’s Table.  A reproduction will allow the use of this table during court 

programs.   

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 

 

Quill Pen 

Four white quill pens. 

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 

 

Ink Well 

One ink well with four slots to allow extra quill pens to be stored vertically. 

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 

 

Powdered Ink Packet 

Two packets of powdered ink. 

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 

 

Pounce 

One tin pounce 

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 

 

Sealing Wax 

One stick of red sealing wax 

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 
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Loose Laid Paper 

Five sheets of white laid paper scattered onto the clerk’s desk 

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 

 

Court Minute Book 

Two bounded court minute books 

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 

 

Red Tape 

One spindle of red tape for documents 

(Patrick Henry Arguing the Parson’s Cause, George Cooke, c. 1834) 

 

Small Bible 

The clerk was the only professionally trained official employed by the county court, one 

of the duties that was assigned to this position was the swearing of oaths for both 

criminal and civil cases.  For the swearing in of testimony a small bible would have 

been present, like the 1853 bible in the site collection. 

(Lounsbury 155) 

 

 

Lawyer’s Bar 

 

 Bench (2 rows) 

 Based on historical precedents and the 1837 drawing of the Brentsville courtroom, the 

 design of the lawyers’ bar would have contained two rows of benches, the center row 

 divided to provide access to the upper tier of seats. 

 (Lounsbury) 

 

 Saddlebags 

 In an 1835 Virginia Gazetter article which described the town of Brentsville, it noted 

 that the County seat contained the residences of 3 lawyers.  While a small, rural 

 community, 3 lawyers would not have been sufficient to oversee all of the town’s legal 

 needs.  As a result, lawyers coming from other parts of the county, such as the previous 

 county seat of Dumfries, or from the surrounding cities of Alexandria or Fredericksburg 

 would have travelled to town to argue cases.  Travelling moderate distance on 

 horseback, all the required papers for the case more than likely would have been 

 enclosed in the rider’s saddlebags, which would have likely been brought inside the 

 courtroom. 
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Sheriff’s Box 

 

 Cane Chair 

 One simple chair for the Sheriff to sit on.  As an officer of the court tasked with 

 keeping good order, the Sheriff and a deputy would have been stationed on the boxes.  

 With cases lasting half a day, a chair would have been present in the box to allow the 

 court officer some rest.  Since the Sheriff was an elected position filled by a prominent 

 member of the community, the Sheriff’s chair should be more ornate that the deputy’s 

 chair.  

 (Lounsbury) 

 

 Shelf 

 One shelf to support the papers of this executive officer of the court 

 (Lounsbury) 

 

 

Sheriff Deputy’s Box 

 

 Cane Chair 

 One utilitarian chair for the sheriff deputy to sit. 

 (Lounsbury) 

 

   

Public Gallery REPRODUCTION PIECES 

 

 Fry-Jefferson Map 

 Completed in 1753 by Peter Jefferson and Joshua Fry, this map shows the extent of 

 European settlement during the colonial time period.  Nearly 70 years old by the time 

 that the Brentsville courthouse was constructed.  While outdated, the map showed 

 adequate detail of the Commonwealth from the Tidewater to the Blue Ridge.  As a 

 result this map was still in use in the Fluvanna and Buckingham Courthouses in the 

 1820s. 

 (Robert Orrison) 

 

 Wood 1820 Prince William County map 

 This map was completed by John Wood in 1820 as part of a statewide survey.  It would 

 eventually be incorporated into Herman Boye’s 1826 map of Virginia. 

 (Library of Virginia) 

 

 Andirons 

 During the time period when burning wood was the primary source of heating 

 structures, andirons would have been present at the base of the fireplace to 

 ensure that all burning wood remained in the fireplace. 
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Jury Room (large room) – REPRODUCTION PIECES 

 

 Large table  

 For jury deliberations, a nondescript table would have been furnished inside the room 

 (Lounsbury) 

 

 Twelve chairs 

 Simple chairs for the jury to sit on while deliberating, which had replaced the benches 

 from the colonial time period.  

 (Lounsbury) 

 

 Andirons 

 During the time period when burning wood was the primary source of heating 

 structures, andirons would have been present at the base of the fireplace to 

 ensure that all burning wood remained in the fireplace. 

 

 Framed image of George Washington above fireplace 

 In the early 19th century the most revered man in the United States was the late George 

 Washington.  His role as army commander during the American Revolution and the first 

 President of the United States created a large part of American public memory and 

 identity. With his high place in American society, images of Washington would have 

 been found in the majority of public and private spaces in the early 19th century.  One 

 of the most popular images of George Washington was The Portrait of George 

 Washington by Gilbert Stuart.  In a room housing the jury an image of Washington 

 would  have been likely found, as he was the prime role model for an Americans civic 

 duty. 

 

 Clay tobacco pipes 

 In the early 19
th

 century tobacco was a popular pastime for men in the United States.  In 

 public spaces such as taverns, oyster bars, and even courtrooms, the use of tobacco 

 would have been a common occurrence.  During this time period the most common 

 forms of tobacco use would have been smoking in a pipe or chewing.   

 

 Spittoon 

 In the early 19th century tobacco was a popular pastime for men in the United States.  

 In public spaces such as taverns, oyster bars, and even courtrooms, the use of tobacco 

 would have been a common occurrence.  During this time period the most common 

 forms of using tobacco would have been smoking it in a pipe or chewing it.  For men 

 chewing tobacco in interior spaces, a spittoon would have been in place in order to keep 

 the floors clean as possible. 
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Magistrate Room (small room) - PERIOD ARTIFACTS/PIECES 

 

 Slant desk 

  A slant desk would have been present in this space for use of the magistrates and for use 

 of the County Clerk. 

 (Lounsbury) 

  

 Scattered Loose Paper 

 “Each county clerk accumulated thousands of sheets of loose paper and dozens of 

 bound record books, published laws, and judicial handbooks.” 

 (Lounsbury) 

 

 Side table  

 An area that could have been utilized as a more private space for the county 

 magistrates, the side table inside this space would have been more ornate as fitting the 

 magistrates’ social and political status.   On the table should be glassware and flatware 

 to show the space as a private area for magistrates to use. 

 (Lounsbury) 

 

 Gentleman’s Top Hat 

 As a space that would have been utilized by the county magistrates, this would be a 

 room in which members could store their outer garments while seeing to their duties 

 inside the building. 

 

 Gentleman’s coat with a high shawl collar 

 As a space that would have been utilized by the county magistrates, this would be a 

 room in which members could store their outer garments while seeing to their duties 

 inside the building. 

 

 Gentleman’s walking cane 

 As a space that would have been utilized by the county magistrates, this would be a 

 room in which members could store their outer garments while seeing to their duties 

 inside the building. 

  

 Three empire-style chairs, one for desk and two for side table 

 As a space that could have been utilized as a more private space for the county 

 magistrates, the chairs inside this space would have been more ornate as fitting the 

 magistrates’ social and political status.   

 (Lounsbury) 

 

 Framed copy of The Apotheosis of Washington engraving by John James Barralet 

 In the early 19
th

 century the most revered man in the United States was the late George 

 Washington.  His role as army commander during the American Revolution and the first 

 President of the United States created a large part of American public memory and 

 identity. With his high place in American society, images of Washington would have 
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 been found in the majority of public and private spaces in the early 19
th

 century.  One of 

 the most popular images of George Washington was The Apotheosis of Washington by 

 John James Barralet.  In a room housing county magistrates an image of Washington 

 would have been likely found, as he was the prime role model for an American in 

 public life.   

 

 Mirror 

 As a private space for the County magistrates, a mirror more than likely would have 

 been present inside the space. 

 

 Andirons 

 Completed during the time period when burning wood was the primary source of 

 heating structures, andirons would have been present at the base of the fireplace to 

 ensure that all burning wood remained in the fireplace. 
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Appendix 1 

 
Interpretative/ Tour Outline 

 

 Visitors to the Brentsville Courthouse Historic Center should be presented with a clear 

and objective interpretation of Brentsville and Prince William County’s history within the 

larger context of Virginia and United States history. Tours, exhibits, and signage for the 

Courthouse should be written with the five objectives in mind: migration in Virginia, county 

government in 19
th

 century Virginia, voting in antebellum Virginia, county court procedure in 

19
th

 century Virginia, and race in antebellum Virginia. The Courthouse Interpretive Plan 

coincides with the Prince William County Historic Preservation Division Interpretive Plan and 

the overall site interpretive plan of Brentsville Courthouse Historic Centre. 

 

Tours of the Courthouse will reflect the individual who is leading the tour but should touch on 

each of the interpretive objectives. Individual interests are encourages as a means to give varied 

and diverse tours. A basic tour outline should be as follows:  

 

Stop 1- Interior of Courthouse in the stone covered entrance.   

[Historical background, movement in Virginia, slave auctions] 

In 1820 the construction of the new Prince William County courthouse in Brentsville was the 

result of over forty years of effort.  Prior to the American Revolution the county’s courthouse 

was located in Dumfries near the Potomac River.  While an eastern location served the local 

population well for most of the 18
th

 century, by the time of the Revolution, more and more 

settlers were venturing into central and western parts of Prince William.  The residents of these 

newly settled sections of the county were annoyed that they had to travel to the other end of the 

county for court or government duties, which could be time consuming given the primitive 

nature of most of the county’s roads.   By 1776 residents of the county had started to petition 

the state to move the county seat to a more central location.  It was not until 1820 that the state 

acted on these petitions and moved the county seat to Brentsville.  The movement of the 

courthouse was a microcosm of the western movement and settlement happening in the rest of 

the country.  While many people resettled in the western parts of the county or the state, many 

more Virginians left the commonwealth for new states.  The emigration of some of Virginia’s 

leading sons and daughters proved to be an economic and political drain on the state that led to 

stagnation in the state for the first half of the 19
th

 century.  While many individuals moved 

westward on their own free will, many other Virginians were forced to relocate west after being 

sold.  Many enslaved Virginians were auctioned off in front of the courthouse here and 

transported either to Alexandria or Richmond to be moved further south.  

 

Stop 2- Clerk of the Court desk 

[19
th

 century law, voting, legal definition of race in Virginia] 

The courthouse is restored to what we think the interior would have looked like when the 

courthouse was constructed.  During this time period there were two different types of courts.  

The county courts typically presided over misdemeanor criminal and low civil cases.  

Magistrates did not have to have formal legal training for their position and anywhere from 3 to 

13 magistrates would preside over a case. While they served on court cases, magistrates also 

effectively ran the county government until the Board of Supervisors was created after the Civil 
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War.  For serious criminal or civil cases, the trial would be held in a circuit court, which met at 

the courthouse twice a year.  Instead of the magistrates, a state appointed judge with legal 

training would preside over the case.  In both types of courts the clerk of the court would sit at 

the desk to transcribe everything that was said while the jury sat on either side of him on the 

narrow bench.  Lawyers would occupy the center platform while the sheriff and his deputy 

would occupy the boxes to either side to provide courthouse security.  Any witnesses or 

defendants would just stand in the center of the courthouse; it wasn’t until the 1840s that a 

special spot was constructed for their use.  

 

One of the uses for the courthouse at Brentsville was as a polling place.  For much of the 19
th

 

century voting would have taken place inside the building, but the procedure would have been 

very different from what voters experience today.  The most glaring difference was the absence 

of private polling boxes.  Instead of secretly voting for a candidate, voters would come to the 

courthouse and vote by voicing in public their desired candidate.  After the voter had spoken, 

his vote was recorded by his name and the poll book was left open to the public in the 

courthouse for a day for anyone to examine.  When the courthouse was originally built, only a 

few residents of the county were eligible to vote.  A voter must be white, male, over the age of 

21 and own a certain amount of farmland or town lot.  The requirements would be changed 

over the years but it wouldn’t be until 1850 that universal white male suffrage became a reality 

in the commonwealth. 

 

Prior the Civil War there was only two legal races in Virginia, white and black.  This proved to 

cause some confusion for the legal status of being of mixed heritage. This legal haze allowed 

individuals to officially change race prior to the Jim Crow era and the one drop rule, that one 

was legally African-American if they had a black ancestor, no matter how distant.  This 

phenomenon is best illustrated by the case of Alfred Walker who in 1839 was able to 

successfully petition the Prince William County court to change his racial status.  After proving 

that his parents were white, the Court agreed with Walker and changed his racial status from 

black to white.   

 

Stop 3-Upstairs 

[Magistrates, Jury]  
The smaller room to the left is a room to be used by the justices of the peace, also known as 

magistrates.  These men effectively served as all three branches of local government.  Presiding 

over the county court, the magistrates set taxes and decided which infrastructure projects would 

receive tax money.  Holding incredible power in the county, magistrates were not elected by 

their fellow citizens.  Instead when a vacancy opened, the surviving magistrates would 

determine two or three candidates as a replacement and sent that list to the governor who then 

selected one who was appointed for life. 

 

The larger room to the right would serve as a room for the jury to deliberate.  The furnishing of 

the room reflects older furniture that was moved to Brentsville from the old courthouse in 

Dumfries.   Similar to people today, some residents of the county were displeased with being 

summoned to jury duty and did not to show up.  Normally the individual would have been 

fined.
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Appendix 2: 
 

Patrick Henry Argues the Parsons’ Cause. 1834 by George Cooke (Virginia Historical 

Society) 
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Appendix 3 
 

Trial of John Brown, Harper’s Weekly November 12, 1859 
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Appendix 4 

1837 MaCrae Plan 

 

After the Courthouse was completed in 1822, it was not long that court officers felt that the 

courtroom required significant modifications.  In 1837 this proposed floor plan was submitted 

to the County.  However there is no documentary or architectural evidence that the 1837 

modification was ever implemented. 
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Appendix 6  

 
Prince William County Secession Resolution 

 
PUBLIC MEETING IN PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY Mr. EPPA HUNTON, of Prince 

William— 

I desire to call attention to the proceedings of a meeting held in the County of Prince William 

on the 1st of April. That constituency, sir, like myself, for a long time have thought that the 

only solution of our present difficulties was to be found in immediate secession, and had they 

not entertained those sentiments they never would have been represented on this floor by me. 

Being able to represent their sentiments in strict accordance with my own views, I feel justly 

proud of the noble and generous constituency which I have the honor to represent, and I take 

great pleasure in laying before this Convention their sentiments upon the subject now agitating 

the country. 

 

The proceedings of the meeting were then read as follows : 

 

At a Southern Rights meeting of the people of the county of Prince William, held at the Court 

House on the 1st day of April, 1861, on motion, Capt. William W. Thornton was called to the 

Chair, and A. Nicol, Esq., appointed Secretary. 

 

The object of the meeting was explained by B. E. Harrison, Esq., in a short and neat address, on 

whose motion it was— 

 

Resolved, That the several election precincts in the county, be requested to appoint ten 

delegates each, to meet in county Convention at the Court House, on the first Monday in May 

next, to nominate a candidate to represent the county in the next Legislature of Virginia. 

 

The meeting was then forcibly and ably addressed by General Hunton, delegate to the State 

Convention, and by Judge C. E. Sinclair, of Memphis, Tennessee, and was followed by Col. 

Basil Brawner, upon whose motion the following preamble and resolutions were unanimously 

adopted : 

 

Whereas, All honorable means for the preservation of the Union, consistent with the honor and 

equality of all the States, have been exhausted without avail; Therefore- 

 

1. Resolved, That we, the people of Prince William county, in public meeting assembled, are in 

favor of the State of Virginia seceding from the Union as soon as possible. 

 

And, Whereas, Seven States have already withdrawn from the Union, and organized 

themselves into a separate and distinct Confederacy, whose interests and social institutions are 

identical with our own, and whose Constitution we approve of- 

 

2. Resolved, That in our opinion the welfare and prosperity of Virginia requires her to become 

a member of the Southern Confederacy at the earliest practical moment. 
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3. Resolved, That if the Convention now assembled shall pass an ordinance of secession, and 

thereby increased taxation becomes necessary, we are willing that all property shall be taxed ad 

valorem. 

 

4. Resolved, That we cordially approve of the position taken by Gen. Hunton, our 

representative in the State Convention, and tender him our thanks for the faithful manner in 

which he has represented us ; and that a copy of the foregoing resolutions be forwarded to him 

with the request that he lay the same before the Convention. 

 

The third resolution was debated by Judge S. Lynn and John T. Williams, Esq. 

 

On motion of Mr. Fitzhugh, 

 

Resolved, That the Alexandria and Richmond papers be requested to publish the proceedings of 

this meeting. 

 

On motion, the meeting then adjourned. 

 

WM. W. THORNTON, Chairman 

 

A. NICOL, Secretary 
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Appendix 7 

 
April 17, 1861 Secession Vote 
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